
2016-12-05 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes
 

Stand up cancelled - please be sure to enter your plans for the week

 

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang work on information loss and file manager  

Christopher 
Navarro BD

Monday - all day review
DataWolf 3.1 issues

NIST
Version 2 work - continue reviewing workflow systems, deleting 
datasets in clowder from datawolf
in Champaign Thursday to discuss version 2

Other
MSR - continue purging data from rapid vm
Off Friday - Personal day

BD
Monday - all day BD review / presented 
provenance slides
worked on DataWolf 3.1 issues

NIST
continued reviewing workflow systems
worked on deleting datasets in clowder 
from datawolf
in Champaign Thursday for version 2 
discussion of building taxonomy/building 
data collection tool

Other
MSR - ran script to purge unused data 
from rapid vm
Off Friday

Craig Willis
NDS Labs Workbench ticket review, account import/export, planning
TERRA-REF continue work on ICASA and sensor metadata formats

NDS-706, NDS-600, likely identified cause of 
NDS-660
First ICASA format review with TERRA internal 
team
NDS planning and work toward new DIBBs 
proposal

David Raila
CIS

 resolve outstanding design questions, demo parallel orchestration 
of experiments
refine/focus github

TerraFusion
review proposal NDS commitments
investigate tools to cover NDS commitments

NDS
clearing tickets to get to replacing our ancient kubernetes jalopy 
with production-grade latest

 

Eugene Roeder    

Htut Khine 
Htay Win Prepare mock-demo before Wednesday

Find/fix bugs before the demo on Friday

 

Indira 
Gutierrez Polo In-Core

Tutorial for Clowder
Meet with Omar about the Railways Fragility Curve

GLM
Updates to the graphs for zooplankton
Fix bug in clowder returning the zooplankton data

 

Inna Zharnitsky
Monday - BD 36 months review (all day)
Authorization for Tool Catalog using crowd; how to stop using Secure 
Social in TC?
Talk to Rob about the above.
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Jing Ge
Manually calculate the size of every single variable in our pipelines and 
generate a memory estimator by adding up all the variable size together 
in Excel
Play with docker stats, vmstat and pmstat command to see if they would 
be useful to our project
Get the size of KnowEng input data to see how can the input data fits 
into NDS project
Try to push JIRA to be used in development team

 

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry Brown Dog Review

BD paper and poster for PI meeting
Campus report
NDS DIBBs proposal
SBDH Abstract
HR

Brown Dog Review
BD paper and poster for PI meeting
Campus report
NDS DIBBs proposal
SBDH Abstract
HR

Luigi Marini
IMLCZO - AGU poster
BD - review
Clowder 1.0

Documentation cleanup
Release

SEAD - 2.x release
GLM

Organize sprint
Postgres caching development
Geodashboard v3 bamboo setup

Clowder 1.0.0 release! 1.0.1 on the way
BD

review
started working on upgrading clowder 
libraries for beta release

SEAD
2.1 deployed
Pull requests reviewed

GLM
Sprint planned and started
GD3 bamboo setup done

IMLCZO AGU poster done

Marcus 
Slavenas BD

36 month review
matlab client and/or merge jupyter branch of bdfiddle

GLTG
update production to test caching

2.5 sick days
BD

review
GLTG

prioritize tasks for january
create list of pretty names for ltrm
moved invalidating/priming cache on prod 
to after all parsing finished

Maxwell 
Burnette finish Arizona monitor update rollout

update more extractors to PyClowder 2  check crash resilience
Clowder - test manual submission of dataset extractors
batch processing

 

pyClowder 2 updates & pull request
met w/ Jeff re: batch processing

 

 - CATS-697 Manual extractor submission 

 missing some information DONE

Elasticsearch fixes for TERRA database dev 
rollout
resolve 3 merge conflicts in Clowder

 

Michal 
Ondrejcek MDF - 2016-12-05+Kickoff

Materials related repositories, list, links, no of datasets etc.
Globus API
mdf VM on Nebula update

MWRD
processing new Nexrad data
code refactoring/development

MDF
yes, domestic repositories
continue with Test transfer

MWRD
downloaded and extracted new N1P data
no
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1.  

2.  

Sara Lambert
Labs Workbench

 

 -  NDS-691 Explore what happens when bad things happen
RESOLVED

 -   NDS-591 Source all the things locally RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-699 Grafana does not preserve saved dashboard 

 across restarts CLOSED

Minor UI / UX fixes based on prior feedback
DataDNS (demonstrated at SC16)

Planning long-term evolution for this project

 

 -  NDS-591 Source all the things locally
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-691 Explore what happens when 

 bad things happen RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-699 Grafana does not preserve 

 saved dashboard across restarts CLOSED

 

 - NDS-657 Safari encounters errors 

 logging in CLOSED

 

 - NDS-661 Required fields are not called-

 out without user input RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-663 Docker image name validation 

 is incomplete RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-669 Reorder top navbar
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-670 Change "Stopped" icon to fa-

 power-off RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-675 Adding optional service fails
CLOSED

 

 - NDS-678 User can clone privileged 

 specs RESOLVED

Michelle Pitcel
Complete Onboarding tutorial videos
Continue reading through documentation from Luigi for IMLCZO, etc.
Continue working on mockup for GLGVO
Start working on new task for GLM/IMLCZO/GEOD

Watched two of the Onboarding tutorial videos
Continued reading through the documentation I 
was given
Set the mockup task for review
Started looking into the new task

Omar Elabd  
Out Friday
v2 Dataset Explorer
v2 Fragility Explorer Changes
Seaside Issues

Rob Kooper    

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

BD
Development tasks

DEBOD
Development tasks
Prepare slides for Friday presentation

IARP
Explore options to upload generated metadata into Clowder

DEBOD
Worked on the DEBOD extractor
Prepared for Friday presentation

IARP
Explored options for uploading existing 
metadata into Clowder

BD
NSF Review

Shannon 
Bradley Brown Dog 36 mo review

DIBBS papers and poster due 12/6
IN-CORE reports
GLTG - planning till May
Gap Analysis - Brown Dog Business Planning
Annual Report for ISDA

Review Complete
Review files managed
Booklet ready to print - Order form completed
In-core reports followed up on
Kenton finished DIBBS paper and poster
Kenton finished Annual report for ISDA
Mock up for Pill Display for Geodashboard
GLTG Sprint Planning
JIRA Admin
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Yan Zhao
BD

36 month review
bdfiddle report page attachment

GLM
finish two tasks in review

BD
36 month review
bdfiddle report page attachment & other 2 
pull request in review

GLM
finish two tasks in review – merged

Yong Wook 
Kim Have a meeting with TAMU

Create Bitbucket repo for water network python script
Add EPANet input file options   - Jira INCORE1-140

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

 

  - Jira INCORE1-139

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

 

  - Jira INCORE1-138

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

 

  - Jira INCORE1-136

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

 

  - Jira INCORE1-137

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

 

Building Taxonomy meeting

  - Jira INCORE1-140

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

  - Jira INCORE1-139

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

  - Jira INCORE1-138

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

  - Jira INCORE1-136

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.

  - Jira INCORE1-137

project doesn't exist or you 

don't have permission to view 

it.
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